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Question: How to account for the downward 
vertical winds of 20-25 ms-1 in evening twilight?	

         not likely to be dynamical in origin!	


RENOIR observations of seasonal twilight vertical 
winds repeated over four years	




To account for the observed fast production of  
atoms in the laboratory by Biondi,  Bates (1950) 
proposed the mechanism of dissociative 
recombination (DR):	

	  
	  
	  

This is based upon	

	

a)  molecular ions are formed by 

charge exchange, i.e.,	

b)  O+ + O2 = O2

+ + O	

c)  Recombination of these 

molecular ions produces 
excited atoms	


d)  These atoms carry the kinetic 
energy of dissociation	




Laboratory studies by Biondi showed the 
line shapes of emission from DR reaction 

product (atoms) to be non-thermal	




Fromholde and Biondi, 1969	


The line shapes are 
non Gaussian	




This paper looked at the question of the importance of “hot 
O atoms” in connection with the emission from the O(1D) 
airglow generated by DR.	




Collisions change the lineshape from its original broad 
profile toward that of a thermalized distribution	




Detailed	  calcula+ons	  show	  there	  is	  a	  non-‐thermal	  
popula+on	  that	  varies	  with	  height	  



Points to consider	

	


Excitation transfer to ambient atoms and momentum transfer 
elastic collisions help to remove excess energy in DR reactions, 
but this is height-dependent. 	

	

Most excited atoms have the temperature of the ambient 
atmosphere, while a small fraction (generally < 10%) retain some 
of the initial dissociation energy when they radiate. This group 
may be said to have a very high ‘‘temperature.’’ 	

	

Both the fraction of fast atoms and their energies are functions of 
altitude since the collisional frequency removing the excess 
energy decreases with increasing altitude.	

	

Thus, the “vertical winds” observed for Brazil twilight are perhaps 
an indication of the lack of incomplete thermalization of O atoms	




Indication of excess 
temperature relative to T 
at 325 km	

	

Fast O atoms indicated in 
these results	
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Background O Temp (K): 800.0
Fast O Temp (K):  800.0
Intensity ratio:  0.15
LOS speed for
  fast O (m/s):   -928.6

Apparent Temp (K):  885.9
Apparent Speed (m/s): -102.2

Mixture of thermalized [O] 
with fast O (-929 ms-1) 
produces apparent 	

Doppler shift of -102 ms-1.	
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Red shifted O atoms	
Blue-shifted O atoms	


Fast O	
 	  	  	  	  Thermalized O	


Composite 	


Spectral line shape simulation	


Simulation suggests fast O contamination of thermalized O 
line shape would shift linecenter toward the blue tail	




Hypothesis:  These “anomalous” downward vertical 
winds are a result of “hot” O atoms contaminating 
the thermal profiles due to the lack of thermalization 
of O because the plasma is still quite high during the 
recovery phase of the pre-reversal enhancement 	




Ques+ons?	  






